
1. 

 

2020 e-Bit of BP Rally 
 

IMPORTANT NOTES:  

 

 

There is just the one map for the entire event, an excerpt from the Ouyen 1:250,000 

map.  While quite a small scale, it is amazingly accurate if you look very close. 

 

Most vias and controls have been used in one of the 2008 to 2013 Old BP Rallies, and 

they are generally not difficult to locate. Where a new via, or part of a via instruction, is 

used it will be marked with an asterix, and may be a little more challenging to locate 

correctly. 

 

Remember the 100m “tolerance” if you are agonising over close choices. 

 

It starts out tough as the course heads west and south, so if you are finding it hard, it 

does get easier heading back east to Ouyen.  

 

“BP History” appeared in the original Old BP route instructions.  These comments and 

anything in brackets is there to interest and inspire you, but will probably not help you plot 

more quickly or accurately, so feel free to leave it for now and read at your leisure later. 

 



2. 

SECTION 1   PINK LAKES 

 

(This section replicates the Pink Lakes section of 2008, following a lunchbreak in Ouyen, 

with a couple of 2010 vias added.  Via 1 was actually the control following a short 

transport out of town.) 

 

Start: Victoria Hotel, Rowe St, Ouyen, just off the B12 

 

Via 1: Mapped crossroads 

 

Via 2: Unmapped crossroads N of rail crossing  

Advice: Organisers entered from ENE along unmapped road and *exited to WSW 

along unmapped road  

 

*Via 3 Mapped junction 

 

Via 4 Unmapped junction on bend on north side of railway line 

 Enter from N along unmapped road 

(This caused some confusion for crews picking up the entry into the forest, 

captured well in the film of the 2010 event.  It is one of those rare junctions 

mapped on Broadbents but not on the survey map.) 

 

Via 5: Mapped junction  

Advice: Organisers entered from W  

   

Via 6: Unmapped crossroads on map edge at junction of the 142
0
 meridian of 

longitude and 35
0
 parallel of latitude (added from 2010) 

 

Via 7: Mapped junction 

 

*Via 8 Mapped junction 

Advice: Organisers exited to W 

 

*Via 9 Mapped junction, the more southerly of the two 

 Exit to N 

 



3. 

*Via 10 Mapped junction 

 Enter from SE 

 

Via 11: Mapped junction  

 Enter from N  

(Event checker Geoff Boyd had a lot of fun on the passage here in 2008 

watching crews find their way to him through the Mamengoroock Reserve) 

 

*Via 12 Bend in the mapped road 

 

Advice: Organisers used approx. 1.7 km of unmapped roads between Via 12 and 

13 

 

*Via 13 Mapped junction 

 Exit to SW 

 

Advice: Organisers used approx. 1.3 km of unmapped roads between Via 13 and 

14 

 

*Via 14 Completely unmapped junction approx. 160m ENE of Mt Gray 

 

Advice: Organisers used approx. 2.2 km of unmapped roads between Via 14 and 

15 

 

*Via 15 Mapped junction 

 

Control: Mapped junction  

 Enter from E  

 



4. 

SECTION 2                                CLAY LAKE   

 

(What will look straightforward from above caused difficulty for many crews here in 

2008.) 

Advice:  The route chart below is the actual one used in 2008, so it may not correspond 

neatly with a satellite view. 

 

Via: The following route chart: 

 0.00 0.00 SO  

 0.51 0.51 Gate 

 1.58 1.07 SO 

 1.87 0.29 KL 

 2.95 1.08 Gate then 50m TR at cross tracks Clay Lake Tk 

 3.68 0.73 KL 

 4.20 0.51 TL at cross tracks 

 5.50 1.30 Cross tracks 

   End route chart. Proceed to control 

 Locate Via 2/1 at the end of the routechart. 

 

Control: Mapped junction  

 Enter from ENE  

 

BP History: The control was also used in 1971, but not from the same primitive 

direction as this time.  



5. 

SECTION 3                    COWANGIE NORTH   

 

*Via 1 Unmapped junction 

Advice: Organisers exited to N along approx. 6.0 km of unmapped roads, 

generally keeping to the boundary fence 

 

*Via 2 Unmapped junction at end of mapped road 

 Exit to N along unmapped road 

Advice: Organisers exited to N along approx. 2.7 km of unmapped roads 

 

*Via 3 Mapped junction 

Advice: Organisers exited to NE 

 

*Via 4 Mapped Junction 

Advice: Organisers exited to WNW 

 

*Via 5 Mapped junction 

 

Via 6: Mapped crossroads 

Advice: Organisers entered from NE 

 

Via 7 Unmapped crossroads 

 Enter from W along unmapped road 

  

Control: Unmapped junction  

 Enter from N along unmapped road 

(Mike Maddocks and Ross Kelly from Tasmania were first in here in 2008, 

being the least troubled by the previous two sections) 

Cross road and railway line with care to out control 

 

BP History: You are now entering Perkins territory.  While Eddy or Larry Perkins did 

not compete in BP Rallies they were both versatile and curious enough to 

want to adapt their significant circuit racing driving and engineering skills 

to long distance rallies such as the Round Australia Trials.  



6. 

SECTION 4                  COWANGIE SOUTH   * Sand* 

     

(This section carried a sand warning in 2008.  Something that will not concern you today) 

 

Via 1: Exit Control to E 

 

Advice: Organisers used approx 1.8 km of unmapped roads between Via 1 and 

 Via 2 

 

Via 2: Mapped junction  

Advice: Organisers entered from E  

 

*Via 3 Bend in mapped road 

 

Via 4: Mapped junction  

Advice: Organisers exited to E  

 

Via 5: Unmapped junction  

  

Control: Unmapped junction on mapped bend 

 Enter from S along unmapped road 

 Organisers used 9.0 km of unmapped roads from Via 5 to control 

 

BP History: The derelict house on the right immediately before Via 3 is the ancestral 

home of Eddie Perkins.  The kids, including Larry, wore a track with ruts 

three feet deep around the house with their ancient A model Ford paddock 

car, presumably on the days when mum did not have the washing out. 



7. 

SECTION 5   PINE PLAINS   

 

(Up to Via 2 was used in 2008, but after that was not used in any of the Old BPs, but was 

used in the 1981 Derrick, the basis for last year’s excellent Derrick tour.  It became 

National Park soon after so was not available for Old BPs.) 

 

Advice: Organisers used 3.3 km unmapped road between Control and Via 1 

Via 1: Mapped junction 

Advice: Organisers entered from W using approx.1.3 km unmapped road between 

Control and Via 1 

 

*Via 2: Completely unmapped junction 

Advice: Organisers entered from N along unmapped road and exited to S along 

approx. 8.6 km of unmapped roads 

 

*Via 3: Unmapped junction  

 Enter from N along unmapped road 

 

Advice: The mapped road from here is somewhat overgrown.  Organisers used 

approx. 5.8 km unmapped roads between Via 3 and Via 4 

 

*Via 4 Mapped junction 

 Exit to S (Apologies that this is on map fold!) 

 

*Via 5 Mapped junction 

 

*Via 6 Mapped Junction 

Advice: Organisers exited to N 

 

*Via 7 Mapped crossroads 

 

*Via 8 Mapped junction 

 Enter from NW 

 

Control: Mapped five way junction 

 Enter from SW 



8. 

SECTION 6   PATCHEWOLLOCK 

 

(This section was used in 2010 on the last afternoon run south to Sea Lake) 

 

Via 1: Exit Control to S 

 

Via 2: Unmapped junction 

Advice: Organisers entered from NW along 6.0 km unmapped road following the 

western side of a channel 

  

Via 3: Unmapped junction immediately E of bend in channel 

 Exit to NE along unmapped road 

Advice: Organisers used 1.9 km of unmapped roads from Via 3 to Control 

 

Control: Unmapped junction  

 Enter from SW along unmapped road 

  

 

BP History: The BP has not been here before.  The old channel followed to Via 2 is 

one of the few remaining intact, as they have been filled in on private land 

but remain in the remnant public land bush blocks.  They were built with 

horse drawn blades and buckets, but have been replaced by pipelines, not 

as big as the one feeding Melbourne from the Goulburn River though. 

 



9. 

SECTION 7   BRONZEWING         *Sand* 

     

(This section was used in 2008.  We liked the sound of “Bronzewing from the South” 

through deep sand) 

 

Via 1: Unmapped junction  

Advice: Organisers entered from S along 3.1 km of unmapped roads  
 

Via 2: Unmapped junction 

 Exit to E along unmapped road 
 

Via 3: Unmapped junction  

*Advice: Organisers exited to W along 0.5, 2.5 and 1.5 km of unmapped roads  
 

*Via 4 Mapped Junction 

 

Via 5: Mapped junction 

Advice: Organisers exited to E along 4.2 km of unmapped roads  
 

Via 6: Mapped junction 
 

Via 7: Unmapped junction  

Advice: Organisers exited to E along unmapped road 

 

Organisers used approx. 4.2 km of unmapped roads between Via 7 and 

Control.  The road entering control does not cross railway line 

Control: Completely unmapped crossroads immediately W of railway line 

 Enter from S along unmapped road 

 

BP History: The BP has been to Dering in 1970 and 1973, but never to Bronzewing, 

which is rectified here, in style. 

 



10. 

SECTION 8   OUYEN  TRANSPORT 

    

 

Control: Same as start 

 No need to record control location 

 

 


